CLASS – VI

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMMU
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
SESSION (2019-20)
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
PROJECT
WORK

Today no one can imagine a life without the electronic gadgets. These gadgets have so many uses and
perform several functions. The ease of using these gadgets makes us dependent on them. Technology
adoption finds that 73% mobile phone is the electronic device most used, 58% of desktop PC and 56%
printers are the most used device.
Write a paragraph on the topic “How modern gadgets have become important in our lives” in 120-150
words.

ASSIGNMENT

TOPICS COVERED:
MCB: Fair play and A Teacher For All Seasons.
WORKBOOK: Worksheet -2
WRITING: Informal Letter and Diary Entry.
GRAMMAR: Tenses, Jumbled Sentences and Articles.
LITERATURE READER: The Robot.
LES QUIZERABLES.
Q1: Rearrange the words to form meaning full sentences. Use capital letters, full stops, question
marks and exclamation marks as required.
a) late/too/it/never/is
b) not/is/she/well
c) study/in /do /you/college/a
d) she/melodiously/sings/How
e) everyday/eats/he/banana/a
Q2 A): Fill with suitable articles.
a) ___________ Ramayana is a sacred book of ____________Hindus.
b) There are ________dozen oranges.
c) ‘3 Idiots’ was________ best movie of 2010.
d) He is ________Christian.
e) _________apple a day keeps the doctor away.
B): Tick () the correct articles.
Give me (a/an) one rupee coin.
The tiger belongs to (the/a) cat family.

Asia is (a/the) largest continent.
Give me (an/a) orange to eat.
My aim is to become (a/an) engineer.
Q3: A) Identify the tense.
Sneha is eating an apple.
They have climbed the hill.
He went to an English medium.
The girls were laughing.
B) Fill in the blanks with appropriate form of the verb given in the brackets.
Richa___________ planned to go out. (have/has)
We _________ enjoyed the party. (has/have)
They ________ sleeping now. (is/are)
My mother_________ our meals everyday. (cooks/cook)
C) Rewrite the following sentences using tenses mentioned in the brackets.
I have to complete the work on time. (Simple Past)
The old man lived alone. (Simple Present)
I am reading the newspaper. (Past Continuous)
They work hard. (Present Continuous)
Q4: Write a letter to your grand mother thanking her for a lovely birthday gift.
Q5: Write a letter to your friend congratulating him/her on his/her brilliant
success in examination.
Q6: You are Smriti/Smrit. You have recently shifted to a new city. Although you have a
friendly neighbourhood, you still miss your old friends. Write a diary entry
expressing your feelings about it.
Q7.Answer the following questions:
What were the reactions of the villages on listening to the old lady’s case?
‘so strong was their bond of friendship…’ Whose friendship is referred to given line? How can
you say that they had a strong bonding?
What do you think is more important – friendship, enmity or a sense of justice?
Why did Doxie believe that it was suffering from metal fatigue?
What help did the salesman ask for from Deepa’s mother?
Q8. Read the extract and answer the following questions.
A teacher is like Winter, While it’s snowing hard outside,
Keeping students comfortable,
As a warm and helpful guide.
How does the poet described a teacher as Winter?
Which poetic device is used in this stanza?
Q9.Read the sentence and identify the poetic device.(Activity-Les Quizerables)
The Sun is a yellow as a sunflower.
The Wicked Witch of the Went her own way.
You can do it , you can do it, you can do it.
I do see the glory of morning, Such a lovely beauty of flowers please me, I do see the glory of
morning.
Q10.Do Comprehension passage from your CORDOVA MASTERING GRAMMAR
Pg No-150.

Subject: Mathematics

PROJECT
WORK

Create a booklet or scrap book of gadgets. Use lot of pictures to show your work.
1. Take any three gadgets, say 3 different mobiles. Find their length the breadth. Write the
fraction of their width to length, compare these fractions.
2. Research on the common shapes of mobile phones. Is there any reason for the mobile phones
to have a particular shape? Identify the reason. For example mobile is in the shape of a
notebook.
3. We are surrounded by several logos that are made up of geometrical shapes logos that are
made up of geometrical shapes. For example adjacent is a logo of Mitsubishi Motors which is
made up of 3 rhombus.

MITSHUBISHI
MOTORS
Similarly, find minimum two logos of any company /brand which are made up of geometrical
shapes.
Create symbol of your dream gadget using mathematical shapes.

ASSIGNMENT

TOPIC: KNOWING OUR NUMBERS, WHOLE NUMBERS,PLAYING WITH NIMBERS
Q1. Find the difference between the smallest 5 digit number and the
greatest 6-digit number.
Q2. Do as directed :- (a) 5,789,897. (write in words)
(b) 200003725 (expanded form)
(c) 3572896 (place value and face value of 5)
Q3.Draw a number line to represent the following:-

(a) 4+5

(b) 8 -6

(c) 3 x5

Q4.Find the value by using suitable properities:(a) 8 x 365 x 125
(b) (2986 x35) + (2986 x65)

SUBJECT- SCIENCE

Project
work

Q. Make a scrap book on 10 Deficiency Diseases.

a) Paste the pictures of the diseases,
b) Write their few symptoms.
c) Any two preventive measures of the diseases.
Q. Describe the role of Four D’s in the life of any one of the following Indian
Scientist.

Four D’s of Success
Dedication
Determination
Desire
Discipline
a) C.V Raman
b) Homi.J.Bhaba
c) Vikram Sarabhai
d) APJ Abdul Kalam
e) Kalapan Chawala

ASSINGNMEN
T

TOPICS: L-4 (SORTING MATERIALS INTO GROUPS)
L-6 (CHANGES AROUND US)
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
Q1. What are the different changes on objects caused by heating?
Q2. How are wooden handles fixed in iron tools?
Q3. What is a solution? How sugar crystals are obtained from sugarcane juice?
Q4. Classify the following into reversible and irreversible changes.
a. Souring of milk
b. Knitting of woollen yarn
c. Ripening of fruits
d. A straight wire into coiled wire
e. Cow dung into biogas
f. Melting of wax
g. Burning of coal
h. Dissolving sugar in water
i. Hot milk to cold milk
j. Stretching of rubber band
Q5. Define the following terms:
a. Lustre
b. Material
c. Obesity
d. Solubility
Q6. Differentiate between
a. Soluble and Insoluble substances
b. Miscible and Immiscible liquids
Q7. Give reasons.
a. Why shopkeepers keep most of the eatables in transparent containers?
b. Why do jewellers exhibit the jewellery in glass showcases?
Q8. What are reversible changes? Illustrate your answer with three examples.
Q9. What are irreversible changes? Illustrate your answer with three examples.
Q10. How is iron rim fixed in a wooden cartwheel?

SUBJECT- HISTORY/CIVICS

PROJECT
WORK

ANCIENT HISTORICAL PERIOD
Knowledge that is gained from the study of past is called History. Pre history is the period which
has record of human activities, civilizations, and using of stone tools. This period did notwitness
any writing from the civilians, therefore this period is the pre historic period in the ancient
history.
Ancient history is the summation of events from the period where there were no human
activities records and writings along with the period when there are records of the human
activities. The period has witnessed the greatest wars of BHARAT VARSHA that is India as a
whole country and also some efficient human civilization like Harappan civilization. This era
was witness by people from 60,000 BC to 650 AD.
Choose to describe any one ancient ruler in 150 words with the help of following suggested
points given:
[1] ASHOKA THE GREAT [273-232 BCE]
[2] CHANDRAGUPTA MAURYA [321-297 BCE]
Find out the following about the ruler and write in your scrap book.
[1] Name of the rulers (with the Pictures )
[2] Birth /death / years of the rule.
[3] Personal Qualities of the ruler such as
[a] Dedication: welfare and contribution towards the empire
[b] Discipline: Administration and working of empire, administrative policies
[c] Tolerance: Attitude towards the people of empire, love and respect
[d] Conquest: Invasions and attacks.
ASSIGNMENT

TOPIC :- L-2 THE STONEAGE AND EARLIEST SOCITIES.
L-3 THE AGE OF FARMING.
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
Q1)
Q2)
Q3)
Q4)
Q5)
Q6)
Q7)
Q8)
Q9)
Q10)

Who were Hominids ?
What are Microliths ?
Name any two techniques of tool making .
What does Palaeo mean?
Name two items discovered in Burzahom ,an important Neolithic site.
Write a short note on Neolithic Age .
Discuss any one technique of tool making.
Why did Pottery-Making start during the Neolithic Age?
How do we get know about the Neolithic people?
Why did the Early Humans lead a nomadic life ?

Subject: Geography

PROJECT
WORK

Find your way forward : Plan a trip and create your own travel guide map using the GPS – mark all the halts you
wish to make on your onward journey. These can be a café, scenic area etc. Also mark the
place of origin and destination. Take a print out of this map and submit the same to your
Geography teacher after the summer vacation.

ASSIGNMENT

TOPIC: THE GLOBE-LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
Q1. Who is regarded as the father of geography?
Q2. Name the continent from where three major parallel passes.
Q3. Define Globe.
Q4. How many parallels are there in the Northern Hemisphere?

Q5. Write down the full forms of ‘AM’ and “PM’.
Q6. Name the Indian city which is situated at 821/2E longitude.
Q7. Write down all the different zones of the earth.
Q8. What is International Date line?
Q9. Name five countries located in the Northern Hemisphere.
Q10. Why do different heat zones have different climates? Write briefly about the
temperate zone.

